The Drosophila no-on-transient A (nonA) gene is involved in the visual behaviors and courtship song of the fly. The NONA polypeptide contains two copies of the RNA-recognition motif (RRM), a hallmark of proteins involved in RNA binding, and an adjacent conserved charged region. This 311 -amino-acid region is found in four other proteins and largely overlaps the Drosophila-Behavior/Human Splicing (or DBHS) domain. The newest family member, Drosophila nAhomo, was discovered in a database search, and encodes a protein with 80% identity to NONA. In this study, three nonA mutations generated by chemical mutagenesis were sequenced and found to fall within the conserved region. Site-directed mutagenesis of the two RRMs, and within a (conserved) charged region located C-terminal to them, was performed to determine the significance of these domains with respect to whole-organismal phenotypes. Behavior and viability were assessed in transformed flies, the genetic background of which lacks the nonA locus. Point mutations of amino acid 548 in the charged region confirmed the etiology of the nonAdiSS courtship-song mutation and showed that a milder substitution at this site produced intermediate singing behavior, although it failed to rescue visual defects. Mutagenesis of the RRMl domain resulted in effects on viability, vision, and cout-tship song. However, amino acid substitutions in RNP-II of RRM2 led to near-normal phenotypes, and the in vivo nonA mutations located in or near RRM2 caused visual defects only. Thus, we suggest that the first RRM could be important for all functions influenced by nonA, whereas the second RRM may be required primarily for normal vision.
Key words: visual behavior; electroretinogram; courtship song; RNA-binding protein; DBHS domain; in vitro mutagenesis no-on-transient A (nonA) is a gene required for normal visual behaviors and the wing vibrations produced by males during courtship in Drosophila melanogaster. The courtship-song sounds are thought to be important sensory cues involved in species recognition and in sexually stimulating the female (Hall et al., 1980,199O; Hall, 1994) . Jones and Rubin (1990) demonstrated the rescue of the nonA visual defect with DNA cloned from the nor& region. This genomic fragment was later shown to rescue the courtship-song abnormality caused by nonAdi'" (Rendahl et al., 1992) and the viability deficit associated with a nonA-null deletion (Stanewsky et al., 1993) .
nonA encodes a protein containing two RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs) (Besser et al., 1990 ), a -80-90 amino acid consensus sequence (Bandziulis et al., 19X9; Kenan et al., 1991) . Within the RRM are highly conserved RNP-II hexamer and RNP-I octamer motifs, which are thought to contact RNA ligands (for review, see Burd and Dreyfuss, 1994) . Recent alignment of NONA and novel sequences resulted in the identification of a conserved charged region adjacent to the RRM domains (Dong et al., 1993) .
RNA-binding proteins perform a wide variety of functions Recei ved Aug. 23, 1995; revised Oct. 27, 1995; accepted Nov. 11, 1995 including capping, polyadenylation, constitutive and alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs, as well as transport to the cytoplasm, stabilization, and translation of mRNAs. We propose that NONA is involved in some aspect of pre-mRNA processing, perhaps with a primary function in the nervous system. Several RRM-encoding genes with demonstrated splicing functions have been identified in Drosophila (for review, see Rio, 1993) . A subset of these is hypothesized to be specifically required for mRNA splicing within the nervous system (for review, see Yao et al., 1993) .
Mutations in RNA-binding proteins have been implicated in Drosophila nervous system defects and in human diseases of the nervous system. For example, genetic variations at the elav and cpo loci of Drosophila lead to behavioral or (visual system) physiological defects (Campos et al., 1985; Homyk et al., 1985; Bellen et al., 1992) . Human gene products similar to ELAV, called HUD, HUC, and HELEN (Szabo et al., 1991) , have been identified, and patients with autoimmune sera generated against these proteins show neural disorders (Graus et al., 1985) . In addition, the FMRI gene encodes the fragile-X protein containing two motifs common to RNA-binding proteins (Gibson et al., 1993; Siomi et al., 1993) . Mutations at this chromosomal site are relatively common and result in mental retardation (Richards and Sutherland, 1992) . Thus, elucidating the interactions of NONA and related RNAbinding proteins with their target ligands may have general importance in understanding the development and function of nervous systems in a variety of organisms.
The present molecular studies were initiated to dissect the functional domains of nonA, because of the intriguing influence of this gene on a restricted array of behaviors. We investigated whether the NONA open reading frame (ORF) contains distinct Table 1. Percent identities  among NONA and related RRM-containing  proteins   dr-nonA  I  mu-non0  hu-p54"'"  dr-nAhomo   hu-PSF  44  71  72  42  dr-nonA-42  43  80  mu-non0  99  41  hu-p54"'"  41 These percent identities within the conserved region were derived from the 311. amino-acid region that spans the two RRMs and an adjacent region of relatively high charge density (see legend to Fig. 2C ). The amino acid sequence numbers for a given protein are shown i n Figure  U . NONA I of Drosophila refers to the alternativesplice form that contains all the known biological-activity encoded by this locus (Rendahl et al., 1992) . The two insertion/deletions i n the alignment i n Figure 24 were a gap i n the Table 1 and Fig. 2, L32750 ), an RRM-containing protein from human (hu-p54"'": L14599), a mouse gene similar to NONA (nonO: S64860), and an RNA-splicing factor from human (hu-psf: X70944).
These were aligned (see Fig. 2 ) using the Pattern Induced Multiple Alignment algorithm (Smith and Smith, 1990 -AAA-GAA-TCC-TTG-TAG-CAA-GCA-CAT-3'  5'.AA&AAG-CTT-ATT-AAG-TCG-CCG-CGA-3'  exon 2  5'-AAA-GAA-TTC-CTA-A-TCA-AAC-TTT-3'  5'.AA&AAG-CTT-GTA-TGT-TAATTT-3'  exon 3   exon 4   exon 5   5'-AAA-GAA-TTC-CTA-A-TCA-AAC-TTT-3'  5'.AAAAAG-Cl-I-CGA-GCA-TAT-ATA-TTA-3'  5'-AAA-GAA-TTC-TCG-ATG-ATC-AGC-TAA-3'  5'-AAA-AAG-CTT-GTA-TGT-TAA-TAA-TTT-3'  5'-AAA-GAA-TCT-ACG-GCT-AAT-GCA-ACA-3'  5'.AA&AAG-CTT-CAAATC-TCA-TCC-TTA-3' The resulting amplification products were cloned and sequenced by the "dideoxy" method using standard procedures.
The following additional primers were designed for sequencing, such that they spanned the clones containing the largest exon (#2): Sambrook et al., 1989) . Two types of mutations were generated in the ApaI/BamHI fragment of the 235Rll genomic clone (see Fig. 3 ). The first class consisted of two point mutations at position 548: R548C and R548K. For the second type, the RRM mutations generated were Y305A N308A in the RNP-II domain of RRMl, K337A F339A in the RNP-I domain of RRMl, S381A N382A in RNP-II of RRM2, and E422A F423A in RNP-I of RRM2.
Two primers were used to mutate the Arg residue at position 548 of exon 3, the putative location of the no&2AdrrS mutation:
Additionally, the following primers were synthesized to mutate the four RNP regions of exon 2: RRMl,
All mutants were verified by dideoxy sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977 females (i.e., with the nowlgenotypes balanced by the multiply inverted, dominantly marked FM7 X chromosome) were crossed to males carrying autosomally balanced transformant inserts with mutations in the 11 kb nonA+ fragment (P[(ry+)235Rll]).
The resulting T(l;4)9e2-lOiY; P[(ry ')235Rll mutation]/+ male and T(1;4)9e2-IO/+; P[(~+)235Rll mutation]/+ female emergents were scored. The viability of a given mutant genotype was then defined as the ratio of males to females, expressed as a percentage. Viability computations for rescue of l(l)i19e2 flies by mutant transgenes were performed in a similar manner. Assessment of the viability data for line 2 of the R548C transgenic, whose P-element insertion is in the Y chromosome, could not be accomplished in a manner directly comparable with the other genotypes; hence "ND." However, counts were made of T(1;4)9tSlO/r[P(?y')]
A' les, which eclosed at a frequency of 140% relative to FM7a/Y [P(v+)] flies.
presence of a single-copy P-element insertions and also that P[(ly+)A2-31 was not present (data not shown). The results of these blots indicated the presence of single-copy P-element insertions, except for the transformant RRM2, RNP-II/SSHlA N382A, line 2; this appeared to contain two insertions.
However, no significant differences were detected when comparing the phenotypes of this line with those of a line containing one copy of this particular transgene.
Immunochemistry. Ten fly heads per genotype were homogenized in 50 ~1 of buffer, containing 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 0.2% Triton X-100, 1 tnM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 0.6 mM leupeptin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). An equal volume of 2X Tris glycine SDS loading buffer (Novex, San Diego, CA) containing P-mercaptoethanol (Sigma) was added, and the sample was heated to 100°C for 2 min and spun to remove debris; 20 ~1 of the supernatant was Vertical amows indicate EcoRI sites, and arrowheads indicate Sal1 sites. et al., 1993) . Three of these high-scoring sequences are psf (Patton et al., 1993), HeLa-cell-derived ~54"'~ (Dong et al., 1993), and a non-POU-containing, octamer-binding protein called non0 (Yang et al., 1993) . psf, the protein of known function with the highest sequence homology to NONA, is an essential splicing factor in vitro (Patton et al., 1993; Gozani et al., 1994) . We include in our alignment the predicted translation product of an ORF within a novel Drosophila Pl clone (M. Palazzolo, unpublished material), here designated nAhomo (Table 1 , Fig. 2 ) of unknown function. This is the second Drosophila sequence identified that contains the 311-amino-acid conserved region. The alignment of this group of highly related sequences is shown in Figure 24 and is illustrated schematically in Figure 2C . The positions of the o( helices, /3 sheets, and loops that make up the secondary structure of the RRM domain are also shown in Figure 2A . A notable feature common to all five sequences is the degree of identity in loop 3 of RRM2, which is highly variable within the RRM family. A small number of residues within this loop has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for the sequence specificity of ligand binding of at least some mRNAs (Kenan et al., 1991 , Birney et al., 1993 . The relatedness of both RNP-I domains to the consensus sequence found in the Prosite database (see Fig. 2B ) is indicated above the sequence alignment.
Within the conserved region, there were two sites of insertion/ deletions, each involving a single amino acid. The percent identity of each pair of proteins, not including the two "gapped" positions, is shown in Table 1 . The sequences can be divided into two groups, based on their relatedness. Comparison of any two of the mammalian sequences-hu-psf, hu-p54"'h, or mu-nonO-reveals that they are 71-99% identical, whereas the two Drosophila sequences-for NONA (dr-nonA_I) and nAhomo-are 80% identical. The N-and C-terminal sequences flanking the conserved domain shown in Figure 2 /l are quite divergent among the five sequences. Only hu-p54"'h and non0 are strongly related, with >95% identity in their terminal regions.
Point mutations identified in existing mutants
Cloning and sequencing the coding regions of the nonAH', n0dP1' 14, and noddiP mutants uncovered a first-or secondposition point mutation in each case (Fig. 3) . nonAp' contains a GGT + GAT codon change at nucleotide (nt) 4407, leading to a Gly to Asp point mutation at amino acid 400. Sequencing of nonAH revealed a GGA + AGA change at nt 4596, resulting in a Gly +Arg amino acid change at position 463. nonAd'"" was found to contain a CGC + TGC change at nt 7434 (amino acid Rendahl et al. . nonA Mutants and Drosop/@~ Behavior 548) encoding a Cys rather than the wild-type Arg. The alterations in the nonPI and nonA "' visual mutants are in the center of and just outside the second RRM repeat, respectively; the latter is close enough to this RRM that it could affect ligand binding (see Kenan et al., 1991) . The mutation in nonAdL.Ss, which has both song and visual defects, lies in the charged region of NONA.
Novel mutations generated in the NONA ORF Two single mutations, R548C and R548K, were made to test the role of amino acid 548 of the charged region (see Fig. 3 ). The Arg + Cys substitution at position 548, the site of the dissonance mutation, was made to determine whether a mutation at this position was the cause of its dual mutant phenotype. An Arg + Lys substitution was also made, to test the effects of an amino acid with charge properties similar to that of the normal residue at this position. A second set of mutations, Y305A N308A, K337A F339A, S381A N382A, and E422A F423A, was designed to disrupt hypothesized interactions of the RNP domains of the RRMs with RNA ligands. Each consists of a pair of substitutions of the nonpolar residue Ala for the wild-type aromatic or polar residues in one of the four RNP domains. those in which at least one of the sequences matches are labeled with the letter "8; nonmatches are underscored. The consensus line was formed by placing a letter under any column in which at least 4 out of 5 residues are identical.
Identical residues in a given column are blanked out, whereas nonconsensus residues are in lower case. Gaps are indicated by a multidot. Below the consensus line, the hypothetical secondary structure, modeled after Birney et al. (1993) is given: b, P-sheet; 1, loop; a, helix; these components are numbered below. The position of both RNP-I and the /3 sheet 3 of RRMl is shifted to the left by two residues, relative to the sequence alignment in Birney et al. (1993) . This improves the overall fit of these 5 family members to the RNP-I pattern. b, The Prosite database RNP I pattern is shown (Bairoch and Buchner, 1994) ; given that, within the RRM, the octamer RNP-I is generally the most conserved motif. The pattern is read as 8 separate positions, each separated by a dash. Residues within brackets are alternative matches to the pattern at a given position; residues in braces are nonmatches, i.e., all other residues match; X signifies any residue that matches the pattern; single letters mean only the indicated residue matches the pattern. c, The sequence alignment is represented schematically to emphasize the relative location of the conserved domain and landmarks within each sequence shown in a. Dark shaded strips correspond to RNP-I and RNP-II motifs within the RRM (shown in white). Although the entire conserved portion common to these sequences has a relatively high charge, the charge density varies between the RRM region and the cross-hatched region to the right of the RMMs. The aligned positions in the latter (cf. a) have 0.3 charged residues per position, whereas the RRM and small cross-hatched region to the leff of it have 0.2 charges per position. These values are expressed in units of "charge per aligned position,"
by which for example, 0.2 means that 2 out of every 10 positions in the alignment have a charged residue in each of the 5 sequences. The scale bar marks off 100 amino acid segments of these polypeptides; in this regard, the entireties of these gene product range from -450 to 700 residues in length (thus, including the nonconserved portions of them, designated by thin lines 
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ranged from 81 to 96% (Table 2) ranged from 16 to 25% (Table 2 ) (cf. Jones and Rubin, 1990; Rendahl et al., 1992; Stanewsky et al., 1993) . Viabilities ranged from 10 to 102% for novel mutations in the 11 kb DNA fragment [P(ryt)235Rll] introduced into the nonAbackground T(1;4)9e2-10/Y ( (Table 2) . Those carrying the R548K mutation exhibited mildly subnormal viability, eclosing as adults at 55-60% of the expected frequencies. In contrast, flies containing the single-autosomal R548C insertion had low viabilities, eclosing at 32% of the expected number. Flies from a second line, bearing an R548C insertion on the Y chromosome, exhibited higher viability, although this value could not be measured in a genetic cross that precisely paralleled the others (see legend to Table 2 ). Flies carrying RRM mutations fell into two distinct classes. They showed either normal viabilities (88-102%) in the case of the S381A N382A mutations in the RNP-II portion of RRM2 (Table 2 , compare Fig. 3 ) or low viabilities (lo-44%) for both lines of the other three transgenic types (Table 2) .
Control crosses were performed to demonstrate that the mutant phenotypes observed in the transgenic animals are attributable to the point mutations introduced by the non,4 transgene and not merely to low levels of the expression of this factor. Full rescue of nowl-null-associated viability decrements is effected by the (intrinsically normal) P [(ly+)235Rll] transgene (Fig. 1, Table  2 ) (cf. Stanewsky et al., 1993) ; the nonA-mutated forms of this transgene mediated similarly high levels of viability (Table 2) in flies the genetic background of which included a lethal mutation at only one of the relevant loci, l(l)i/19e (Fig. 1 ). This provides a general measure of transgene expression, assuming that the l(l)i19e+ and nonA+ genes are expressed equally well at a given chromosomal insertion site.
Behavioral and physiological analyses of nonA transgenics
The visual defects of the nowl mutants include a lack of transient spikes in the ERG, optomotor blindness, and a subtle phototaxis decrement (Hotta and Benzer, 1970; Pak et al., 1970; Heisenberg, 1971 Heisenberg, , 1972 Kulkarni et al., 1988) . The first two of these phenotypes were examined in the novel transgenics. The novel R548K and R548C mutants also lacked transient spikes. Flies containing mutations in the RRMs fell into two classes. All except for the RRM2, RNP-IIIS381A N382A mutant type (see Fig. 3 ) lacked the normal light-on-and light-off-induced transient-spikes, whereas the depolarized lightcoincident-maintained components of the ERG were robust in all cases. In contrast, both lines of the S381A N382A type exhibited a normal ERG (Table 3) .
Optomotor responses of marker-bearing and rescued control genotypes (see above) illustrate the ability of these nonAf flies to move "correctly" in the direction of rotating vertical stripes; their scores ranged from 87 to 91, whereas nonA-null animals scored values of -52 (Table 3 ). The former scores are near-maximal, whereas the latter reflects arbitrary movements, equally likely to be against the stripe rotation as in the correct direction. The optomotor performances (cf. Rendahl et al., 1992) of the novel transgenics in the non/ genetic background were consistent with their ERG signals (Table 3 , Fig. 5 ). All transgenic types except the S381A N382A were defective, lacking the normal optomotor response (Table 3) . The courtship-song defects in nonAd'" and the nonA-null involve the pulse-train component of male singing behavior (for review, see Hall, 1994) . In these mutants, pulses exhibit a strong tendency to become anomalously polycyclic over the course of a (<l to -2 set) train. Courtship-song analysis of the transgenic J. Neuroscx, February 15, 1996 , 76(4):1511 -1522 1517 flies containing novel mutations led to a range of phenotypes, from wild-type to severely mutant (Fig. 5) . They cv v f car/Y and T(1;#)9e2-10/Y, P[(ryf)235Rll] control animals gave low CPP regression scores (Table 3) , reflecting very mild tendencies for increasing intratrain polycyclicity (i.e., as occurs in wild-type). The CPP regression scores of both nonAdrs' and nonA-null (T(1;4)9e2-10/Y, P[(ryf)211S12]) males are -lo-fold higher than those of normal flies (Rendahl et al., 1992; Stanewsky et al., 1993) . Pulse trains generated by nonA-males (Stanewsky et al., 1993) sometimes include extremely polycyclic pulses (> 12 CPP; exemplified in Fig. 5D,H) . Such pulses are rarely observed in the songs of the nonAdzJ' point mutant, and they have never been documented in a wild-type male (the pulses of which typically contain 2-3 cycles).
Instances of extreme polycyclicity are not properly reflected by CPP scores that fall within the mutant range (e.g., dissonance-like: ?2), as is described below with regard to certain of the in vitro mutated transgenics. Mutations at residue 548, the site of the dissonance mutation within the charged region of NONA, led to either intermediate or mutant values (Table 3) , indicating a requirement for the wildtype Arg for production of normal song. The R548K lines yielded CPP regression scores of 0.66 and 0.68 (Table 3) , which are approximately threefold higher than normal. These CPP scores are deemed intermediate, because they were found to be statistically different from values associated with both wild-type and dissonance or the null mutant (see legend to Table 3 ). This potentially interesting result could be viewed as weakened by the fact that the control values listed are from a previous investigation (see legend to Table 3 ); however, the relevant "song scores" (i.e., in noti+ vs those resulting from previously mutated forms of the gene) have been quite consistent from study to study (Rendahl et al., 1992; Stanewsky et al., 1993; Krejci et al., 1994) . Thus, we conclude that the Lys point mutation in the nonA transgene, although similar in charge to the wild-type Arg, evidently does not fully substitute for it.
The more dramatic amino acid substitution of Cys for Arg, found in the ~oIZA~"~ mutant and reproduced in R548C, resulted in a severe nonA-like singing phenotype, with CPP regression scores in the range of 2.28-3.31 (Table 3) . These are statistically equivalent to the song scores associated with values (2.00-3.35) determined for males expressing the negative-control genotype. The transgenic flies carrying point mutations in the RRMs exhibited two classes of singing behavior. An exceptional case, the RRM2, RNP-II/S381A N382A mutant, sang normally, with a regression score of 0.02, which is statistically indistinguishable from normal. A second line gave a statistically intermediate score (Table 3) , which could be attributable to a position effect of the transgene insertions (cf. Jones and Rubin, 1990; Krejci et al., 1994) . The other mutant transgenic types, Y305A N308A, K337A F339A, and E422A F423A, exhibited high CPP regression scores similar to those of nod-null males. As can be seen from illustrations of selected courtship-song traces (Fig. 5 ) males containing these RRM mutations routinely showed polycyclicity in their song pulses. Three of the in vitro mutated types generated occasional "wildly" polycyclic song pulses (as introduced above). For the Y305 N308A, K337A F339A, and E422A F423A transgenics, the proportions of males that produced one or more such pulse trains were 60, 20, and 20%, respectively; compared with the positive control (T(1;4)9e2-10/Y, P[(ryf)235Rll]), 0% and with the negative control (T(1;4)9e2-10/Y, P[(ly+)211S12]), 40% (compare Table 3 ).
In summary, mutations of residue 548 within NONA led to a range of effects on viability and courtship song, while uniformly causing the flies to be blind in the optomotor and ERG assays. The R548C mutants exhibited severe, global defects, whereas an Arg + Lys change at this site, which might in principle be much milder, led to flies with partial viability deficits, subtle abnormalities of courtship song, and severe visual defects. Mutations of pairs of amino acid substitutions in the RRM domains, hypothesized to be involved in ligand binding, led to two phenotypic classes. Dramatic effects on courtship song, vision, and viability were observed in both RRMl mutant types. However, the S381A N382A substitutions in RNP-2 of the more C-terminal RRM2 led to apparent normality for all phenotypes examined.
DISCUSSION
This study provides new information concerning structure-function relationships within the conserved region of NONA. The newly discovered wlhomo locus, which encodes a protein with 80% identity to NONA, suggests that there might even be an The four sets of traces in the bottom half exemplify phenotypes of transgenic males carrying novel point mutations in the nonA gene. There were two categories with respect to ERG, and a more graded range of courtship-song phenotypes (see also Kim and Baker, 1993; Brand et al., 1995) . Sequencing of known nonA behavioral mutants indicated that the second RRM and amino acid 548 of the adjacent charged region are important in visual behavior and courtship song, respectively. Novel point mutations introduced into the first RRM demonstrated that this region is required for those behaviors and for normal viability.
With the exception of the in vitro mutated E422A F423A transgenic type, protein levels do not appear to be a primary factor in determining phenotype. Most of the transgenics produced reasonably robust levels of full-length NONA protein. For example, the K337A F339A mutant was quite defective phenotypically but had normal-appearing protein levels. This is similar to the (in vivo mutated) nonAd'" mutant, which exhibits severe visual and courtship-song defects but normal viability (Rendahl and Hall, in press) and protein levels (Rendahl et al., 1992) . The decreased viability of the (in vitro mutated) R548C transgenic (which on paper mimics the dissonance mutation) could be attributable to its decreased protein level; the reason for this biochemical anomaly is unknown (given the NONA-level normality observed for nonAdi'").
This substitution, and the two novel mutations in the E422A F423A transgenic (which cause the protein to be undetectable; see Fig. 4 ) may make the NONA polypeptide especially susceptible to proteolysis, a possibly intriguing biochemical phenotype for further study. The nowlP14 visual mutant is also severely NONA-depleted; yet, in contrast to the phenotypically defective strains now under discussion, flies expressing this in vivo generated mutant sing normal courtship songs (Kulkarni et al., 1988; Rendahl et al., 1992) and are fully viable (Rendahl and Hall, in press).
Perhaps because of their severity, none of the novel mutations in the RRMs or the charged region generated here affected solely visual or courtship-song function. Nevertheless, one's attention is especially drawn to the mutations at residue 548 within the relatively C-terminal charged region, because these substitutions (the original one of which occurred in nonA""") tend to cause marked decrements in NONA function. Even the replacement of Arg with the similarly charged Lys led to a mild song defect and a severely visually impaired phenotype. Yet, this region is inherently featureless, except for the notable intra-and interspecific homologies; without those data, one might have devoted an inappropriately high degree of attention to the RRMs of NONA. Further alterations within the charged region could be informative in determining whether mutations at position 548 are unique in terms of how they impair the function of the protein.
For the RNP domains, highly conserved amino acids were chosen for in vitro mutagenesis, to maximize the chance of creating one or more mutant phenotypes. Novel mutations within the RRMl were shown to severely affect vision, song, and viability. Consistent with this result, site-directed mutagenesis of the tru-2 gene has demonstrated that single point mutations in the RNP-I domain of the RRM affected all phenotypes associated with mutations at that locus (Amrein et al., 1994) . In contrast, a pair of NONA mutations in the RNP-II domain of RRM2 led to flies exhibiting normal behavioral phenotypes and viability. The chemically induced nonAH and nonAPj4 mutants, which carry point mutations in or near the RRM2 domain, have defects specific to the visual system. Thus, it is possible that the RRM2 domain cannot be mutated to produce a null-like phenotype. The hypothesis that the nonA mutant phenotypes are caused by nonspecific effects, such as generalized effects on protein stability, cannot be Rendahl et al. . nonA Mutants and Drosophi l a Behavior excluded. A more intriguing possibility, as suggested by the ensemble of effects of the in vivo and in vitro generated mutants, is that RRMl is necessary for all the known functions of NONA, whereas RRM2 may be primarily involved in vision. If NONA is a splicing factor, a molecular mechanism that would explain the phenotypes of the nowl mutants is that the target pre-mRNAs involved in vision are distinct or require more efficient splicing than those required for other NONA functions. In the latter case, both RRMs might be necessary for highly efficient splicing. Variation in splicing efficiency of particular pre-mRNAs in vitro and in vivo has been demonstrated (Abovich, 1988) . Splicing efficiency is known to be affected by context effects of both intron sequences (Pikielny and Rosbash, 1985; Goguel and Rosbash, 1993) and exon sequences (Reed and Maniatis, 1986; Watakabe et al., 1993) .
The ubiquitous spatial and temporal expression pattern of the Drosophila nonA gene seemingly contrasts with the specificity of the behavioral defects observed in the hypomorphic alleles. This leads to the question of whether NONA performs general or nervous system-specific roles in RNA processing. The ubiquitous localization of NONA to nuclei (Rendahl et al., 1992) might imply that it has a general role in RNA processing, as has been proposed for the Drosophila splicing factors RBPl and B52 (Champlain et al., 1991; Kim et al., 1992) . NONA, B52, and RBPl all colocalize with RNA polymerase II on polytene chromosomes (Frasch and Saumweber, 1989; Champlain et al., 1991; Kim et al., 1992) . nonA was independently cloned by Besser et al. (1990) who identified the NONA protein as a component of active chromatin. These authors argue that NONA may be a transcription factor. However, its colocalization with RNA polymerase 11 is consistent with a splicing function, because splicing and transcription are known to occur simultaneously in Drosophila (Beyer and Osheim, 1988) . The significant homology between the NONA protein and the essential mammalian splicing factor psf (Fig. 2) supports the idea of such a function.
Another possibility is that NONA mediates an hnRNP-like function, given its association with chromatin and high Gly content (Dreyfuss et al., 1993) . Traditionally, hnRNPs have been viewed as "packaging" proteins with little binding specificity. However, the hnRNP composition has been found to vary among different pre-mRNAs on Drosophila polytene chromosomes (Matunis et al., 1993) . The ratio of the hnRNPs bound to a given transcript may affect its processing. They may make it accessible to splicing factors and facilitate protein-protein interactions (Dreyfuss et al., 1993) or, alternatively, function as negative regulators by blocking access to pre-mRNA (Samuels et al., 1994) . Based on the behavioral phenotypes of the nonA mutants, we hypothesize that NONA has a role in mRNA processing in the CNS. A family of Drosophila genes encoding RRM proteins is hypothesized to be specifically required for mRNA splicing in the nervous system [elav (for review, see Yao et al., 1993) , cpo (Bellen et al., 1992) rbp9 (Kim and Baker, 1993) and msi (Nakamura et al., 1994) ]. Because of its widespread expression pattern (Rendahl et al., 1992) nonA would not be part of this neural-specific RRM family; it nonetheless has similarities to them. Structurally, all are divergent from prototypical splicing factors, lacking the Arg/Ser (Zamore et al., 1992) and Arg/Gly/Gly repeats (Kiledjian and Dreyfuss, 1992)-auxiliary domains commonly found in RRM family members. Instead, they contain homopolymeric stretches of amino acids in their N or C termini. Certain functional similarities among these Drosophila genes can also be inferred (see introductory remarks).
